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NTIL JUST a few years ago, the ~e~oint
which lately has come to be known as “monetarist”
was not taken very seriously by anyone except a few
dedicated disciples. Its central postulate that
changes in the level of aggregate money income were
due essentially to prior money stock changes — was
viewed as a totally inadequate oversimplification, es-
pecially since the proponents of this approach failed
to provide an adequately detailed explanation of the
theoretica’ structure upon which this tenet was
based.1 The empirical evidence presented in support
of this “quantity theory” viewpoint was subjected to
criticism so severe that the evidence has never been
taken veiy seriouslyY

1
b particular, Milton Friedman’s well-known article, “The
Quantity Theory of Money — A liestatewent,” in M. Friedman,
ed., Studies in the Quantity Theory of Money (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1956), pp. 3-21, which has
been cited as the basis for much monetarist work, has been
shown by Don I’atii~kinto be a sophisticated ve~uonof Keynes’
liquidity preference theory rather than the up~to-date state~
meat of az~ alleged Chicago oral traditior~ that monetarists
take it to be. See Don Patinkin, “The Chicago Tradition, the
Quantity Theory, and Friedman,” Journal of Money, Credit
and Banking (February 1969), pp. 46-70

am referring chiefly to the controversy triggered by the
work of Miltox~Friedman and his associates in the late 195

0
s

and early 1980s, especially Friedman’s evidence on lags
observed between changes in the rate of change of the
money stock and changes in GNP, as presented in his paper,
“The Supply of Money and Changes in Prices and Output,”
Joint Eecrnornic Committee, U.S. Congress, 1958, and else-
where, and in the Milton Friedman and David Meiseirnan
paper on, “The Relative Stability of Monetary Velocity and
the Invesb~ent Multiplier in the United States, 1897-1958,”
in Commission on Money and Credit, Stabilization PoLicies
(Englewood C]iffs, NJ.: Prenhee-Hall, Inc., 1963). The
regression resuI~reported in the latter paper were severely
criticized by Donald Flester in the November 1964 Review of
Economic.9 and Statistics and by Albert Ando-Franco Modig-
liani and Michael DePrano-Thomas Mayer in the September
1965 American Economic Review. The lead-lag observations
dismissed in the fon~erpaper were criticized by John M.
Culbertson in the December 1960 Journal of Political Econ~
oniy, and by James Tobin in the May 1970 Quarterly
Journal of Economicc.

However, recent years have witnessed something
of a turnaround, The conventional wisdom as em-
bodied in modern Keynesiai~theory has been cast
into doubt, while monetarist thinking has hwreased
great’y in popuhritv. to the point where its propo-
nents, and even some of its critics, speak of a “mone~
tarist revolution”.3 lie reasons for this rather sudden
change are no doubt related in part to the apparent
inconsistency of the Keynesian analysis (or at least
an elementary version of it) with economic events in
the United States during the late l960s,4 in some

3
See Karl Brurmer, “The ~Monetar1st Revolution’ in Monetary
Theory,” Weltwirtschaftliches Arc/ut (No. 1, 1970), pp. 1-30,
and Harry C. Johnson, “The Keynesian Revolution and the
Monetarist Counter-Revolution,” American Economic Review,
Papers and Proceedings (May 1971), pp. 1-14.

~The apparent failure of the income tax surcharge of June
1968 to reduce aggregate demand rapidly has been inter-
preted by some to be evidence of the failure of the “new”
economies. However, it is not at all clear that the surtax was
ineffective. In a recently-published study by Arthnr Okuri,
evidence is provided that, at least in some categories of
spending (nondurable goods and services in partictdar ) , the
surcharge seems to have reduced demand substanthl!y. But
in other categories (especially demand for flew autorno~
hues) no reduction is apparent. See Arthur M. Okim, “The
Personal Tax Surcharge and Consumer Demand, 1968-70,”
Brookings Papers on Economic Activitq (No. 1, 1971), pp.
167-204. More generally, the notion that demand should have
been observed to fall after the surtax was imposed is based
on simplistic and partial analysis. When the surtax is analyzed
within the context of a complete model (in ~vliich govern-
ment spending is taken into account), and one which in-
corporates thes ophisticated theories of consmnption be-
havior recently developed — the “permanent inecmw hypo~
thesis of Milton Friedman or the “life-cycle” hypothesis of
Albert Ando and Franco Mudigliarn — there appear a number
of considerations which suggest that no substantial dirn~nu—
tiOfl of total demand could be anticipated. This point of view
is argued persuasively by Robert Eisner in his paper, “Fiscal
and Monetary Policy Reconsidered,” American Economic
Review (December 1969), pp. 897-905. Eisner reasons that
rising Government expenditure had been expanding demand
rapidiv at the time ~vheo the surtax ‘Vas enuctecL furthermore,
under the Friedman and Ando—Modigliani theories, which
postulate that it is some long—run measure of income or
wealth rather than current-period income which determines
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degree to monetarist criticism of Keynesian analysis
(mostly directed at a very e~ernentaryversion of it),
and in part to other causes, including substantial de~
velopment by the monetarists of their own theoretical
position, as well as the appearance of new and more
convincing empirical findings.5

While the increase in popularity of monetarism has
been rapid, and the rate of growth of the monetarist
literature impressive a critical literature has also ap-
peared, charging that monetarist theory has turned
out largely to consist of oH concepts clothed m neW

ilarnes, and that the empirical evidence purportedly
supporting the monetarist position is bi seci and un-
dependable.° The purpose of the present paper is to
attempt to summarize in a general way the main fea-
hires of the present monetarist theoretical stance, and
to examine the monetarist view of modem Keynes-
ianism. Since much of the debate bears directly on
the stabilization policy process and the relative use-
fulness of different instrumdilts of policy, particular
attention ~viIlbe given to the nature of the transmis-
sion mechanism under the two approaches. The em-
pirical evidence will not be discussed in a systematic
way in this paper, although reference will be made to
it, where appropriate, in the discussion of the theories.
In conducting this comparison, I shall attempt to
identify issues between the two camps which are real,
and those which seem to be false.

The Structure of Monetarist Thought
Although the roots of modem monetarist thought

extend far back in time (the wntings of classical
economists are often cited, Irving Fisher being partic-
ularly popular), it is oniy lately that detailed exposi-
tions of this theory have ocgun to appear. In this
paper, no svstcmat~cdiscussion of the entire literature

a households living standard, a temporar>’ tax change (such
as the 1968 surcharge) would he expected to have wily
minor effects on spending because it does not change long-
run expected income signifleantly. See Milton Friedman, A
Theory of the Consumption Function ( Prineeton, N.J. Prince-
ton University Press, 1957), and Albert Ando md Franco
Modigliani, “The ‘Life-Cycle’ Hypothesis of Savii~g: Aggre-
gate Implications and Tests,’’ American Economic Review
(March 1963), PP 55-84.5
Harry Johnson, “The Keynesian Revolution and the Morn~-
tarist Counter—Revolution,” suggests that the successful mone—
tarist upsurge may also he due to the tactors related to the
conversion of the “Keynesian revo~utiori or the lO3Os into
the economic orthodoxy of the 1960s.

~1hid. for a general discussion of monetarist theory and its
relationship to Keynesian orthodoxy, There have been pub-
lished a large number of papen~critical of the recent mone-
tarist empirical studies-, references to some are given in
foothote 2, and a summary of the criticism of more recent
mnnetanst empirical work is contained in Ronald L. Teigen,
“The Keynesian-Monetarist Debate in the U.S.; A Summary
and Evaluation,” Statsbkouomi.~k Tic/s.skrift (January 1970)
pp. 1-27.

will be undertaken. Instead, irnportai~t summary
statements whIch recently have become available in
articles by Andersen, Brunner, Fand, Friedman, and
others will he taken to be representative of present-
day monetarist thought.7

~ ;~s~srrt(n~(Md

As a useful starting point in establishing a general
framework for the discussion to follow, we may refer
to recent articles by Brunner and Friedman contain-
ing inclusive statements of the rnonetanst position.8

Friedman provides an explicit statement of the static~
equilibrium stnicture winch lie views as being con-
sistent with both the monetarist and Keynesian schools
of thought. The theme he stresses — that it is the
particular features of or assumptions about particular
characteristics of the general analytic structure, rather
than the fundamental nature of the structure itself,
which differentiate monetarists and Keynesians — also
appears in the writings of Brunner and others. In
summary form, the model set out by Friedman is as
follows:

(1) = r) + 1(r)

(2) M
0

= pL(X r)
p

(3) Y = py

where Y is money income, p is the general price level.
r is the rate of interest, M. is the nominal exogenously-
set money stock,~y is real income or output, and C,

7
Sorne of the important arucles include Leonall C. Andersen,
“A Morn~taristView of Demand Management: The United
States Experience,” this Review (September 1911), pp. 1-11;
Leonall C. Andersen and Keith M. Carison, “A Monetarist
Model for Ecrnrnmic Stabilization,” this Review (April 1970),
pp. 7-25; Leonall C Andersen and Jerry L. Jordan, “Monetary
and Fiscal Actions: A Test of Their Relalive Importance in
Economic Stabilization,” this Review (November 1968), pp.
11-24; Karl Brurnier, “The Role of Money and Monetary
Policy,” this Review (july 1968), pp. 9-24; idem, ‘The
‘Monetarist Revolution’ in Monetary Theory;” idem, “A Sur-
vey of Selected Issues in Monetary Theory,” Schweizerische
Zcitschrift für Volk~wirtsehaftmid Statistik (No. 1, 1971),
pp. 1-146; idem, “The Monetarist View of Keynesian Ideas,”
Lloyth Bank Rcoiew (October 1971), pp. 3549; David I. F’and,
“Keynesian Monetary Theories, Stabilization Policy and the
Recent InfIatior~,” Journal of Money, Credit, and’ Banking
(Au~ust 1989), pp. 556-87; idem, “Monetarism and Fiscal-
ism,’ Banca - Nazionale del Lavoro Quarterly Review (Sep-
tember 1970), pp. 275-89; idem, ~‘A Monetarist Model of the
Monetary Process,” Journal of Fi,iance (May 1970), pp.
275~89; Milton Friedman, “A Theoretical Framework for
Monetary Analysis,” Journal of Political Economy (Mareh/
April 1970), pp. 193-238; idejo, “A Monetarist Theory of
National Income,” journal of Political Economy (March!
April 1971), pp. 323-37.

MFrjedman “A Theoretical Framework, and Bninner, “The
‘Monetarist Revolutlim’.”

~Ifl one VCTSIOO of Friedman’s statement, the money supp~vis
made a function of the interest rate rather than being as—
sowed to be exogenous, However, this makes no esseiffial
difference to the present discussion, as Friedman points out.
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I, and L stand for the consumption, investment, and
demand-for~moneyfunctions, respecively.

Equation (1) is of course the familiar IS curve,
from which can be obtained all combinations of real
income and the interest rate which will make the flow
of planned spending equal to available output, and
hence will result in equilibrium ill the market for
goods and services. EquatIon (2) is the LM curve,
which yields all combinations of real income, the in~
terest rate, and the price level which will equate the
demand for real balances with the real value of the
nominal money stock. Equation (3) is a definition
relating nominal income and real income or output
through the price level, There are of course other
markets which could be considered, but which are not
explicitly accounted for h~equations (1) or (2); in
particular, the bond and labor markets are not made
explicit. Friedman argues that the assumptions made
by the two camps in order to accommodate these
markets and simultaneously close the system of equa-
tions constitute a fundamental point of difference be-
twedll monetarists and Keynesians, As written in equa-
tions (1)- (3), the model posited by Friedman con-
tains four endogenous variables — Y, p, r, and y — and
therefore is underdetermined, Monetarism is said by
Friedman to include with the above equations a vast
number of additional relationships; specifically, a
whole Wairasian system of denianci equations, supply
equations, equilibrium conditions, etc., which in and
of themselves determine y, the level of real output.
The inclusion of a Wairasian system of course implies
that the equilibrium position of the model is one of
full employment. (There is no such implication for
the short-run dynamics of the system, however.) With
real output predetermined from the standpoint of
equations (1)- (3), equation (1) can be solved for
the equilibrium value of the interest rate, and (2)
yields the equilibrium price level. Ekmcntaiy manip-
ulation of this system gives the result that only the
price level (and the money wage rate, which is not
made explicit in equations (1)- (3)) will change in
response to a money stock change; the equilibrium
value of the interest rate is not shifted, and therefore
is said to be determined only by “real” variables,”’
In other words, this version of the model displays the
well known “classical dichotomy”

According to Friedman, the Keysian approach util-
izes a much different and less satisfactory procedure

10
Thjs statement is not accurate if the system contains a gov-
ernment seetor which issues money-fixed dairns against it-
self, and if real wealth is an argument in the expenditure
functions, and/or if the government establishes a tax-ex-
penditure system based on nominal variables.

by assuming that the price level, rather than real in-
come, is determined outside of the postulated struc-
two (Friedman refers to’,., a C/GUS ex machina with
no underpinning in economic theory.”).” By taking
the price level to be exogenous with respect to this
structure, the number of variables again is reduced to
three (Y, y, and r in this case). However, the system
no longer is dichotomized, and all of the variables
now are detennined jointly rather than recursively.
In particular, the static equilibthim levels of both real
income and the ñiterest rate can now be changed by
both money stock and expenditure changes.12

It would be a mistake to conclude from the forego~
ing discussion that monetarists VieW themselves as
differing from Keynesians only in terms of the assump-
tions utilized to provide a unique equiibrimn solution
to the static IS-LM model. There are several other
typically monetarist assumptions about the static and
dynamic dimensions of this system. Recently, Karl
Brunner has introduced four proposidons which he
asserts are “defiling characteristics of the monetarist
position.” These are: (1) the transmission mechanism
for monetary impulses involves a very general kind
of portfolio adjustment process ultimately affecting the
relationship between the market price of physical as-
sets arid their production cost, rather than oniy the
relationship between borrowing costs and the internal
rates of return on potential acquisitions of new physi-
cal capital, as is asserted to be the mechanism char-
acteristic of modem Keynesian analysis; (2) most of

1[Frjedrnan, “A Theoretical Framework,” p. 222.
121n a more recent article, Friedman has proposed another

means of closing this system of equations, which he labels a
“third way” to distinguish it from the two procedures out-
lined in the body of the present paper. lie views this ap-
proach as intermediate iii respect to its theoretical position
vis-à-vis the others. However, since it reduces to a relation-
ship between income and the past history of the money
stock, as Friedman demonstrates, it seems clearly to fit in
with the monetarist point of view. In this approach, it is
assumed that the eurrcmt market rate of interest and the ex-
pected market rate are kept equal by the actions of asset
holders. The expected market rate, in turn, is set by the ex-
pected real rate plus the expeeted rate of price change
(which by definilion is the difference between the expected
rate of change of nominal income and of real output). By
assuming the expected real rate of interest, the expected
rate of growth of real output, and the expected rate of
growth of uomhrni income all to be detennined outside the
system, the market rate of interest is made thto a variable
determined outside the system also. Assuming further that
the income elasticity of demand for money is unity, Fried-
man establishes a direct link between nominal income and
the money stock (because under his assumptions, velocity
becomes a predetermined variable); this, in him, enables
the “real” sector to be solved. One of the featuras of this
proeednre is that it provides an alternative to the assump-
tion of full employment. However, it entails some disadvan-
tages of its own, whieh are noted in the section of the present
paper enutled “Stabilization Poilcy.” See Friedman, “A
Monetary Theory of Nominal Income.”
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the destabilizing shocks experienced by the system
arise from decisions of the government with respect
to tax, expenditure, and monetary policy, rather than
from the irntability of private investment or of some
other aspect of private-sector behavior, as the Key-
nesian view is said to assrnne. A related belief is that
the demand-for-money function is very stable, while
the policy-determined supply of money balances is
unstable; (3) monetary impulses are the dominant
factor in explaining changes in the pace of economic
activity, in contrast to the Keynesian position which
assertedly takes real impulses as primary; (4) in
analyzing the determinants of change in the level of
aggregate activity, detailed knowledge of “allocative
detail” about the working of financial markets and
institutions is of secondary importance and can be
disregarded. This implies that the relationship be-
tween policy instruments and economic activity can
be captured in a veiy small-scale model — perhaps
even one equation — while the Keynesian position
is that Imowiedge of allocative detail (e.g., substitu-
tion relationships between various financial assets) is
necessary for the proper understailding of policy
processes, implying a need for complex structural
models.13

The statements by Bi-unner and Friedman are at-
tempts to sketch the fundamental structure of rnone~
tarism. As such, they do not emphasize or even iden-
tify explicitly some of the specific characteristic
themes which permeate monetarist writing, ii~cIuding
their own. Several such themes can be identified.

(1) Great importance is attached to the demand-
for-money function, and it is in fact the central be-
havioral relationship in the monetarist model.” Par-
ticular stress is laid on its stability, by which is meant
not only that the variance of its error term is small,
but much more importantly, that it contains very few
arguments. Friedman has written that:

‘
3
These “defining characteristics” are discussed at some length
in l3runner, “The ‘Monetarist Revolution’,’ Section II.14
Thus, for example, David Fand states, “The quantity theory,
in its post-Keynesian reformulation, is a theory of the de-
mand for money and a theory of money income,” “Keyne-
sian Monetary Theories,” p. 561. Also, he writes, “. . . the
modem quantity theory uses the money demand funetion
to predict the level of money income and prices if output is
given, or changes in money income if output varies with
changes in [the money stock],” ‘Monetarisrn and Fiscal-
ism,” p. 228. Friedman has written, “The Quantity theorist
not only regards the demand function for money as stable;
he also regards it as playing a vital role in determining
variables that he regards as of great importance for the
analysis of the eeonomy as a whok, such as the level of
money income or of prices. It is this that leads him to put
greater emphasis on the demand for money than on, let us
say, the demand for pins, even though the latter might be as
stable as the former,““i~he Quantity Theory of Money
A Restatement,” p. 18.

The quantity theorist accepts the empirical hypoth-
esis that the demand for money is highly stable —

more stable than functions such as the consumption
function that are offered as alternative key relations.

[T]he stability he expects is in the functional
relation between the quantity Gf money demanded
and the variables that determine it. . . [andj he must
sharply limit, and be prepared to specify explicitly,
the variables that it is empirically important to in-
clude in the function. For to expand the number of
variables regarded as significant is to empty the hy-
pothesis of its empirical content; there is indeed
little if any difference between asserting that the
demand for money is highly unstable and asserting
that it is a perfectly stable function of an indefinitely
large number of variables.

15

(2) A particular aspect of the demand for money
emphasized by monetarists is that, in their ana’ysis,
the stable demand for money is concerned with real,
not nominal, balances, while the authorities control
the nominal supply, which tends to be quite variable
relative to dcnmnd.Th This state of affairs is usually
contrasted with the Keynesian case, in which the de-
mand for money is said to be a demand for nominal
balances, either because it is (incorrectly) specified
that way,1 or because, as in Friedman’s discussion
summarized above, the price level is fixed so that real
and nominal balances are the same. Monetarists use
this distinction as part of a rationalization for their
contention that their analysis implies a much broader
concept of the transmission mechanism for monetary
impulses than does the Keynesian model, being based
on a very general portfolio adjustment process work-
ing through changes in a broad spectrum of asset
yields and price level changes, in contrast to the nar-
row cost of credit channel which is implied by the
Keynesian demand-for-money function. This point is
developed further in the section entitled “The Trans-
mission Mechanism for Monetary Impulses” below.

(3) Further, monetarists believe the interest elastic-
ity of demand for money balances to be quite iow,

1~
Friednian,“The Quantity Theory of Money — A Restatement,”
p. 16.

~
0
On this point Fand writes, “The sharp distinction drawn be-
tween the supply determined nominal money stock and the
demand determined real stock — a key feature of monetar-
ism — endows the authorities with effective eonthl over the
nominal immey stoek, while severely limiting the extent,
and the circumstances, in which they may hope to influence
the real value of this stock. If the former assumption ex-
tends their control over nominal variabies, the latter as-
sumption severely limits their influence as~dcontrol on efl~
dogenous variables such as the real money stock.” See
‘Monetarism and Fiscalisni,” pp. 280-81.

tT
This view is taken by David I. Fand in, “Some Issues in
Monetary Economies,” Daiwa Nazionale del Lavoro Quar~
Deny Review (September 1969), pp. 228-9 and footnote
24, p. 229.
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Until recently, it was generally thought that they
viewed this elasticity to be zero so that the demand
for money was linked directly to income as implied
by the naive quantity theory. However, such a view
has been rejected outright by Friedman and others;18

if it ever was held, the accumulation of empirical
evidence to the contrary has rnade it untenable now.’9

Presently, monetarists take the reputedly different
views held by themselves and Keynesians on the size
of this elasticity as a basis for contrasting inferences
about the expected behavior of velocity in response
to a monetary shift. A substantial interest elasticity of
demand for money, said to be the Keynesian position,
is viewed as implying unstable velocity; Keynesians
are viewed by monetarists as not being able to “de-
pend” on the stability of velocity, for as the money
stock rises and falls, offsetting velocity changes insu-
late the rest of the system to a great extent. On the
other hand, while not believing velocity to be per-
feetly constant, monetarists take the position that”.
alihough marginal and average velocity difler, the
veloeily function is sufficiently stable to provide a re-
lation between ch~mges in money and changes in
money income.”20 In other words, some, but not
much, short-run variation in velocity may be ex-
pected.2t To some monetarists, the essential differ-
ence betweell the two positions is summed up in the
demand for money-velocity nexus. Fatnl writes:

The post-Keynesian quantity and income theories
thus differ sharply in their a~aIysis of the money
demand function, in the modern quantity theory it
serves as a velocity function relating either money
and money income or marginal changes in money
and money income . . .; ii~ the income theory, it
serves as a Iiqtiiditv preference theory of interest
rates, or of changes in interest rates (if the price
level is given and detennined independently of the
monetary sector)

Although it has become fairly common practice to dis-
cuss the behavior of velocity in terms of the proper-
ties of the demand-for-money function, it is improper
to do SO because observed velocity depends on all of
the behavIor — real and monetary — in the macroeco-

‘
8
Milton Friedrnat~, “Interest Rates and the Demand for
Money,’ Journal of Law and Economics (October 1966),
pp. 71-86.

11t
Some of this evidence is summarized in David Laidler,
The Demand for Money: Theories and Evidence (Scranton,
Pa,: International Textbook Company, 1969).

2OFand, ‘Keynesian Moi~etaryTheories,” pp. 563-4.

~‘Monetarjsts do not necessarily expect velocity to change
inversely with changes in the money stock. Friedman re~
cently has written that”... the effeet on [velocity] is
empirically not to absorb the change in M, as Keynesian
‘analysis implies, but often to reinforce it..,”” A Theoreti~
cal Framework,” p. 217.22
See Fand, “Some Issues,” p. 228.

nornic system. This point will be discussed in greater
detail below.

(4) The final monetarist theme which I shall men-
tion is concerned with the nature of the response of
interest rates to a monetary shift. Monetarists disthi-
guish three components in the observed movement of
interest rates: a “liquidity” effect, which is the im-
mediate response before income or other variables
have changed, and thus is expected to be in the oppo-
site direction of the monetary shift; an “income” ef-
fect, which is the induced reaction of interest rates to
the change in income brought about by the monetary
impulse, and hence is expected to be in the same di-
rection as the money stock change; and a “price
expectations” effect, which comes about because
monetary changes cause lenders and borrowers to
anticipate a changing price level and lead lenders to
protect themselves against the expected depreciation
in the value of their funds by charging higher rates.
This last effect would cause market interest rates to
change in the same direction as the monetary
change.23

In looking back over this summary of monetarist
thought, it becomes quite apparent that there is a
good deal of truth to Friedman’s contention that the
differences between Keynesians and monetarists are
essentially empirical rather than theoretical, having
to do with the assumptions made about specific
aspects of the commonly-accepted structure, the rela-
tive stability and importance in the analysis of differ-
ent functional relationships, the sizes of various elasti-
cities, etc.24 There appears to be little disagreement
between the two camps over the specification of
Friedman’s basic model.25 And of Brunner’s four

23
For a discussion of these distinctions, see e.g. William Gib-
son, “Interest Rates and Monetary Policy,” Journal of
Political Economy (May/June 1970), pp. 431-55.

2
This posi~on is expressed in several of Friedman’s writings;
for example, see Milton Friedman and David Meiselman,
“The Relative Stability,” p. 168, and Milton Friedman,
‘Post-War Trends in Monetary Theory and Policy,” Na-
tional Banking Review (September 1964), reprinted in M.
Friedman, The Optimum Quantity of Money and Other
Essays (London: Macmifian and Co., Ltd., 1969), p. 73.

25
Not all monetarists view this particular model as an appro-
priate description on which to build an analysis, however.
Brunner recently wrote, “It is useful to emphasize - . . that
the logic of the monetarist a~aIysis based on the relative
price theory approach requires that attention be directed to
the interaction between output market, credit market and
\Vajrasian money market. This requirement cannot be satis-
fied by the general framework used by Friedman. This
framework is the standard IS-LM analysis offered in an es-
sentially Keynesian spirit. And this very choice of basic
framework actually creates the analytical problems clearly
recognized by Friedman in his subsequent discussion.
Our analysis . . . established however that the standard
IS-LM diagram is not a very useful device for the analysis
of monetary processes.” Karl Brunner, “A Survey of Selected
Issues in Monetary Theory,” p. 82.
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points, at least two are essentially empirical (points
numbered (2) and (3) above), while one of the re-
maining two (point (1) above) makes a distinction
between monetarist and Keynesian views of the trans.
mission mechanism which I believe is false with re~
spect to current post-Keynesian income-expenditure
analysis. Only his last pohit — that it is appropriate to
study the relationship between policy instruments and
economic activity without depending on knowledge
of “allocative detail” — appears to be one about which
there are genuine differences at the theoretical (or
perhaps more properly, the methodological) level.
Finally, among the four monetarist themes mentioned
above, the third one is clearly empirical in nature, and
monetarists and Keynesians both in fact hold that this
elasticity is nonzero but small in absolute value. In the
next section, it is demonstrated that modern Keynes-
ians take the price level to be endogenous, which sug-
gests that the monetat-ist-Keynesian distinctions sum-
marized above as the second theme are not valid. I
shall try to show below that monetarist emphasis on
the importance of the demand-for-money relationship
(the first theme) is unwarranted, at least in so far as
this relationship is viewed as the basis for predicting
velocity. I shall also show that the two components of
interest rate change in response to a monetary impulse
identified in theme four as monetarist are either clearly
present in or at least consistent with Keynesian ana1y~
sis and assumption.

K / b ( fl/i I

Price .Lcu2.

As already noted above, monetarists see one of the
essential differences between the two sides to be the
question of the determinants of the price level in
comparative static equilibrium analysis. Keynesians
are said to take prices to be fixed so that monetary
shifts are reflected in output changes, while quantity
theorists believe that monetary changes affect only
the price level in this sort of analysis, with real output
being determined by a separate subseetor of the
system.

There is no doubt whatsoever that many pracU-
tioners of the Keynesian viewpoii~thave assumed that
prices could conveniently he taken as given for some
problems — especially those associated with substan-
tial unemployment — and that it has often been con-
venient for simplicity of exposition in undergraduate
classroom exercises or for other purposes to make the
assumption of rigid prices. It is quite dubious, how-
ever, that this assumption, or the liquidity trap as-
sumption which also has been an important element

in the rnonetai-ist view of Keynesianism, reflects the
thinking of most Keynesian economists today.20

Rather, the standard static “complete Keynesian sys-
tem” is widely recognized to be one in which the
general price level is one of the variables determined
by the interacdon of the system, and hence is free to
move, but to be one in which there axe irnperfec~ons
in the labor market — most typically, a money wage
rate which is inflexible downwards, In other words,
rather than assuming that pnces are fixed as a means
of making the simple static model determinate, mod-
em Keynesians introduce an aggregated labor market
and production function into the analysis.27 This could
be viewed as the Keynesian equivalent of the “Wal-
rasian system of equations” asserted by Friedman to
be the hallmark of the adherents to the modern quan-
tity theory approach. It is of course much less satis-
factory in that all labor market activity and all kinds
of production are aggregated into perhaps as few as
two equations (i.e., a reduced-form labor market
equation and an aggregate production function)
rather than having each market and each activity
represented by specific equations. It is more satisfac-
tory on two counts: first, the equations at least are
explicitly specified, and second, these equations do not
yield the full employment outcome, as is typically
the ease when depending on a Wairasian system.28

26The liquidity trap is rejected by most economists today be-
cause little support for it has been found in the many
empirical studies of the demand for money which have
recently been made. For a summary of some of this evi-
dence, see Ronald L. Teigen, “The Demand for and Sup-
ply of Money,” W. L. Smith and R. L. Teigen eds.,
Readings in Money, National Income, and Stabilization
Policy, rev. ed. (Homewood, Ill.: Richard D. Irwin, Inc.,
1970), Table 2, p. 98, or ‘The Importance of Money.” Bank
of England Quarterly Bulletin (June 1970), pp. 159-198.

27
As evidence for the asserbon that modern post-Keynesian
statie analysis in its most general form typically assumes the
price level to he an endogenous variable, and that the system of
equations usually is made determinate by introducing a su~pJy
subsector consisting of a labor market and aggregate produe-
lion function, the following standard works are cited:
Gardner Ackley, Macroeconomic Theory (New York: Mac-
millan, 1961), Chap. IX; R,G.D. Allen, Macro-Economic
Theory (London: Macmillan, 1967), Chap. 7, esp. sections
7.6-7.8; Martin J. Bailey, National Incomeand the Price Level,
2nd. ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1971), Chap. 3, esp. sec-
tion 2; Robert S. Holbrook, “The Interest Rate, the Price
Level, and Aggregate Output,” in W.L. Smith and R.L.
Teigen, eds., Readings in Money, National Income, and
Stabilization Potic~j,rev. ed.; Franco Modigliani, ‘The Mone-
tary Mechanism and its Interaction with Real Phenomena,”
Review of Economics and Statistics (February 1963 Sup-
plement); and Warren L. Smith, “A Graphical Exposition
of the Complete Keynesian System,” Southern Economic
Journal (October 1956), reprinted in W. Smith and It
Teigen, eds., Readings in Money, National Income, and
Stabilization Policy, rev. ed., as ‘veil as in several other
standard collections of readh~gsin macroeconomics.

28
This discussion is not meant to imply that the sirnpk statie
Keynesian system contains an adequate deseription of the
processes whieh determine the price level. It states simply
that the price level is an endogenous variable in the model.
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The essential difference in this regard between
Keynesians and monetarists therefore would appear
to be that the former view all prices (including
wages ) as flexible, while the latter consider all prices
except the money wage rate to he flexible (money
wages are viewed as inflexible, at least in a down-
~vard direction, due to such structural phenomena as
minimum wage laws, union contracts, and the like).
This distinction has significant implications for the
analysis.

In the first place, the Keynesian treatment flOW

cannot be said to he fundamentally less satisfactory
than the monetarist one in tenns of methodology, ex-
cept perhaps on grounds having to do with problems
of aggregation Friedman. it will be recalled, used the
pejorative term “deus cx machina” to describe what he
understood to lie the Keynesian approach). Rather, the
(hiference now lies in the analytic usefulness of the
assumptions themselves. Is it more appropriate to
assume that wages and prices are flexible, or that
money wages are sticky while prices can adjust? The
answer to this question depends on the nature of the
problem being studied in any particular case, and
this s~iggeststhat an important difference between
the two schools of thought may be that Keynesians
are more concerned with short-run analysis (for in-
stance, that related to countercyclical stabilization)
while monetarist assumpUons are more consistent
with long—run analysis.

Second. dropping the rigid-price assumption tends
to reduce the basis for the heavy emphasis placed by
monetansts on the demand—for-money function and its
properties. One place where such emphasis is evident
is in the discussion of velocity, V/e turn next to an
inquiry into the factors affecting velocity, with partic-
ular emphasis on the relationship of velocity to the
demand-for-money function.

Inc Dem.an.th1o:r-M~.nu?ziFunction aith. VeI.ocitu

Monetarists, as we have already noted, tend to
think of the demand-for-money function as a “stable
velocity function” while holding that Keynesians view
velocity as unstable, justifying this position by appeal
to contrasting assumptions about the price level and
the interest elasticity of demand for money (see e.g.
the quotes from F’and and others above). The fact of
the matter is that the behavior of velocity under the
two approaches in response to a monetary shift de-
pends basically on the assumptions made about the
labor market, not about the demand for money or
about prices, since, as we have seen, both approaches
take prices as flexible and, if that is the ease, the same

general demand-for-money function ( = L( y,r)

would be characteristic of both. This point can be
demonstrated quite easily. First we note that
the definition of velocity implies the following
relationship:

(4)E =E +J~
V.M yEW

0
fl~M 1,

where E stands for dasticities calculated on the basis
of the interaction of the entire structure, so that (for
instance) E y.M

0
represents the elasticity of real out-

put with respect to changes in the nominal money
stock when the response of the entire economic system
to the money stock change is taken iuto account. To
distinguish such ‘systemic” elasticities from “partial”
elasticities — those calculated along one function only
— the symbol r~will be used to represent pardal
elasticities. Thus, for instance. 1] L.r will stand for the
interest elasticity of the demand for real balances,
holding income and other variables constant.

Under the monetarist assumption of flexible wages
and prices, real output is determined uniquely by
Friedman’s “Wairasian system” and, as he points out,
is to be considered as predetermined from the stand-
point of equations (1) - (3). This means that a mone-
tary shift cannot change real output (i.e., the muJt-

dy
plier ac~= 0), so that E y’M ,which is defined to be
Mo also is zero, By differentiating equalions (1)

-(3) s°vithrespect to M0 while holding y constant, it
is easy to show that the elasticity ~ which is equal

has a value of unity. Inserting these results

into (4) t~ivesthe quantity theory result that Ey.M= 0,
the “stable velocity” result referred to previously. It is
important to note that no particular assumptions
unique to the monetarist position were made about
the demand for money per Se; the assumption which
yielded this result was that the demand for labor and
the supply of labor both were functions of the real
wage rate, and that the market was a’ways cleared.

On the other baud, let us consider the Keynesian
case, which we flOW define as one in which money
wages are sticky (i.e., there exists money illusion in
the supply of labor), but in which the price level is an
endogunous variable. To analyze this ease, we must
add three equations to the basic model: an aggregate
production function (equation (5) below); a labor
market summary equation which states that the sup-
ply of ‘abor services per unit time (N) is infinitely
elastic over a wide range of employment at whatever
money wage rate prevails, and that the demand for
labor (ND ) is determined by the real wage (w)
(equation (6)); and a definition which states that the
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real wage is the ratio of the money wage rate (W)
and the price level (eqiiation (7)) The bar over the
money wage rate indicates that it is being held con-
stand here.2° This gives:

(5) y = y(N)

(6) N = N
11

(w)

‘V
(7) w =

By differentiating the system defined by equations
(1) - (3) and (5) - (7) totally with respect to M0,
expressions for the systemic elasticities E~.)l and ~
can be found. They are as follows (see the appendix
for their derivation):

(S)E = ___
y.M fl fl

S.Y t.r 1
— + Ii
fl L.y fl in

Dr S.r y.N N.w

1
y.N~N~w ~ 1L.Y] 1

Here S stands for the savings function; otherwise all
of the notation has already been defined. The usual
slope assumptions are made, and on the basis of these
assumptions, both of these systemic elasticities will be
positive.30 Whether velocity ~viI1rise, fall, or remain
constant in the face of a monetary shift depends on
the sizes of all of the partial elasticities and their
relationships to one another as given by these expres-
sions. The demand-for-money elasticities play a role,
but are by no means the only rdevant elasticities, in
general, we woWd not expect the elasticity of velocity
with respect to nominal money balances to be minus
unity in value, as the “liquidity trap” assumption im-
plies. It will approach that value if i~ L.r or n ~ are

very large, or if the term (r~1.~1
S’r ) is very close to

To summarize, the main point of this exercise was
to show that, using a common model with no special
assumptions about the properties of the demand for
money, it has been possible to derive “monetarist” and
“Keynesian” results for the response of velocity to a
monetary shift. It is improper to speak of the demand
for money as a ‘velocity filnetion”, especiulit, in the
monetarist case where it is assumed that money wages
are flexible so that the system equilibriates at full
employment. In that case, the velocity elasticity will
he zero no matter what the sizes of the demand-for-
money elasticities.

Eliminating the rigid-price assumption as a basic
point of difference between the two schools reduces
the basis for monetarist emphasis on the demand for
money for other reasons besides its implicadons for
velocity. It also is important for monetarist views
on differences in the nature of the transmission mech-
anism for monetary policy. It is to this subject that we
tin-n next.

One of the most characteristic themes of mone-
tarism is the heavy emphasis which is placed on dif-
ferences between the qinintities of money demanded
and supplied as the prime factor motivating spendii~g
and, hence, changes in income and prices. Friedman
and others have explained again arid again how the
authorities can change the nominal money stock, but
how it is money holders who determine the velocity
with which that stock is used, and ultimately who
determine the stock of real balances through the ef-
fects of spending decisions on the price level. As
Friedman puts it, “The key insight of the quantity-
theory approach is that such a discrepancy [between
the demand for and supply of money] will be mani~
fested primarily in attempted spending, thence in the
rate of change in nominal income.”32 In other words,
when households and firms are holding more cash
balances than are desired at current levels of income
and interest rates, they convert these excess balances
into other assets, both financial and physical; the
market value of physical assets ultimately changes,
making the production of new assets more attradive.
Thc change in the general price level which occurs as
a result of this process, and the change in output, both
work toward a re-equathg of the real value of the
nominal money stock and the demand for real bal-
ances. Thus the monetarists clearly embrace a very

32
Friedman, ‘A Theoretical Framework,” p. 225.

(9)E
pM

0

1

zero.3’
29

This is the simplest method of introducing a Keynesian-type
assumption into the analysis; it is by no means the oniy
possible way of doing so. The nature of and reasons for the
existence of money illusion in the labor market is the subject
of a considerable amount of literature. See, for example, Axel
Leijonhufvud, On Keynesian Economic.9 and the Economics of
Keync8 (London: Oxford University Press, 1968).

‘°it is assumed that is either positive or, if negative, that
it is smaller in size than the absolute value of . A
listing of all the slope assumptions is given in the appendix.

“Since the numerator of the expression for is one minus
the MPC,

T
h.

7
is not expected to be large. As noted in

footnote 26, belief in a very large interest elasticity of
demand for money i~L.~) is not a characteristic Keynesian
stance. Reference to the summaries of available empirical
evidence mentioned in that footnote will show that this
elasticity actually appears to be rather small (almost cer-
tainly less than uity in absolute value, and in many studies
smaller in absolute value than 0.2).
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general kind of portfolio adjustment view of the trans-
mission mechanism in which the relevant portfolio
contains financial and physical assets of all kinds.33

It will be recalled that this is the first of Brunner’s
four “defining characteristics.” At the same time,
monetarists have been taking Keynesian analysis to
task for focusing almost exclusively on interest rates
representing the “cost of fimmee” as the channel
through which monetary impulses are felt. The fol-
lowing quotation makes these distinctions very clear:

The Income-Expenditure theory of the Fiscalists
adopts a particular transmission mechanism to an-
alyze the effects of a change in the money stock (or
its growth rate) on the real economy. It assumes
that money changes will affect output or prices only
through its effect on a set of conventional yields —

on the market interest rate of a small group of finan-
cial assets, such as government or corporate bonds. A
given change in the money stock will have a calcul-
able effect on these interest rates . . . given by the
liquidity preference analysis, and the interest rate
changes are then used to derive the change in invest-
ment spending, the induced effects on hwome and
consumption, etc.

Monetarists, following the Quantity theory, do xrnt
accept this transmission mechanism and this liquidity
preference theory of interest rates for several reasons:
First, they suggest that an increase in money may
directly affect expenditures, prices, and a wide vari-
ety of implicit yields on physical assets, and need
not be restricted to a small set 0f convenlional yields
on finajwial assets. Second, they view the demand
for money as determining the desired quantity of real
balances, and not the level of interest rates. Third,
and most fundamentally, they reject the notion that
the authorities can change the stock of real balances
— an endogenous variable — and thereby bring about
a permanent change in interest rates.

Monetarists reject the liquidity preference interest
rate theory because it applies only as long as we
can equate an increase in nominal money with a
permanent increase ~n real balances. This suggests
that the liquidity preference theory may be useful as
a theory of the short run interest rate changes — the
liquidity effect — associated with the impact effects of
nominal money changes.34

Statements like this, and the quotation from Fried-
man in foothote 14 indicate that monetarists believe
their view of the transmission mechanism to differ
from the position they impute to the Keynesian camp
most essentially in differences in assumptions about
characteristics of the demand-for-money function. The
interpretation of the interest rate term in this function
plays a role; so does the question of price flexibility.

33
A description of the classes of assets involved and the na-
turn of their yields is given in Milton Friedman, “The
Quantity Theory of Money — A Restatement.”

34Fand, “A Monetarist Model,” pp. 280-81,

As the preceding discussion and quotation indicate,
monetarists think of their own view as an extremely
general one. The interest rate term in their model
really stands for a vector of yields on many assets,
some of them financial yields determined in the
money ~mdcapital markets, and some of them implicit
yields on real assets. A monetary impulse sooner or
later affects all of these yields, and hence adjusts the
demand for real balances directly as well as indirectly
through the effects of yield changes on income. At
the same time, changes in the price level which result
will adjust the real value of the nominal money sup-
ply. Therefore the adjustment process is seen as being
summarized in the characteristics of the demand-for-
real balances function and its relationship to the
nominal money supply. Keynesians are said to include
wily a few market-determined yields on financial as-
sets in their liquidity-preference function; further-
more, the price level is exogenously determined.
Therefore the process of adjustment to a monetary
impulse is supposedly seen by them in much nar-
rower terms — the entire process takes place through
adjustment of the demand for money, and basically is
said to focus on the cost of credit as reflected in mar-
ket interest rates. Furthermore, the belief in a sub-
stantial interest elasticity of demand for money, often
attributed to Keynesians, means that a monetary im-
pulse wifi have a relatively small effect even on these
rates.

These distinctions must be regarded as artificial.
First, there is nothing inherent in the Keynesian sys-
tem which is inconsistent with the introduction of a
general portfolio adjustment transmission mechanism;
and, indeed, there has been a substantial development
in this direction in Keynesian thinking and practice
during the last several years. On the theoretical side,
the work of Tobin and others may be cited, while at
the operational level, the developers of the Federa]
Reserve Board-MIT econometric model of the U. S.
economy have attempted to incorporate such a mech-
anism into their model.35 While all of the problems in-
volved in this attempt have not yet been solved, work
is continuing and improvements will be made.
Second, as we have aJready shown, Keynesians take
the price level to be endogenous, and thus recognize

35For a non-monetarist example of the development of pordolio
theory, see James Tobin, “An Essay on Principles of Debt
Management,” in Commission on Money and Credit, Fiscal
and Debt Management Policies (Engle~voodCliffs, N.J.:
PrepUce-Hall Inc., 1963), pp. 143-218, esp. Part H. Features
of the Federal Reserve Board-MIT model are discussed in
Frank de Leeuw and Edward M, Gramlich, ‘The Channels
of Monetary Policy,” Federal Reserve Bulletin (June 1969),
pp. 472-91.
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the same process of adjustment of the nominal money
supply through price level changes as the monetarists,30

There remain certain problems with monetarist
thought on two subjects related to the transmission
mechanism, One is a rnisui~derstanding,in my opinion,
of the relationship between money and interest rates
implied by Keynesian theory. The other has to do
with the monetarist position on the money stock as a
force driving income through the portfolio process
mentioned above.

Liquidity preference theory, money, and the rate of
interest — Molletarists view themselves as holding a
“monetary theory of the price level” under which
monetary shifts are reflected (in the longer run, at
least) primarily in price level changes, They take the
stance that Keynesians hold a “monetary theoiy of the
interest rate.” Under this phrase, at least two posi-
lions are subsumed, Some monetarists seem to think
that Keynesians see the money supply together with
the demand-for-money function (specified in nominal
terms) as determining the level of interest rates.
Others recognize that the interest rate in Keynesian
analysis is determined jointly as one of the outcomes
of an h~teractingsystem of relationships rather than
just by one behavioral relationship (i.e., by some ver-
sion of an IS-LM system like Friedman’s summary
model). Whichever view is held, however, it is as-
serted that Keynesian analysis leads to the conclusion
that monetary shifts result in interest rate changes in
the opposite direction, whiie monetarist analysis sug-
gests that movements of M and r in the same direction
will be observed.37

Neither version of the “monetary theory of the in-
terest rate” is an accurate representation of Keynes-

36Semantie as well as real issues are involved in discussions of
this subject. For example, Brunner labels anyone who sub-
scribes to a pordollo adjustment view of the monetary trans-
mission mechanism a ‘weak monetarist”. See Karl Brumier,
“The Role of Monetary Policy,” this Review (July 1968),
pp. 9-24.

~
7
As an example of the first of these positions, the following
quotation from a receift article by Fand is offered: “In the
Keynesian theory the exogenously given quantity of money,
together with the liquidity preference function, determines
the interest rate.” Fa~d, “Keynesian Monetary Theories,”
p. 564. The see~nd is illustrated by a quotation from
Z~vick “The alternative concepts of Keynes and Fisher con-
cerning the adjustment of the economy to monetary changes
are mirrored in their different notions concerning interest
rate determination and the response oi interest rates to
monetary changes. The IS~LMframework suggests that, so
long as the IS and LM schedules represent independent
relatioi~s,a monetary expansion causes interest rates to fall
because of the outward shift of the LM schedule. In tue
Fisherian model, a monetary increase raises the level of
expenditures; the upward response of loan demand due to
the increased expendibires causes interest rates to rise.”
Burton Zwick, “The Adjustment of the Economy to Mone-
taiy Changes,” Journal of Politkal Economy (January/
February 1971), p. 78.

ian thought, for both imply that an expansionary
monetary impulse (for example) can only result in a
lower interest rate in the new equilibrium. In other
words, it appears that of the two monetary effects on
interest rates often mentioned by monetarists which
are relevant for static analysis — the liquidity effect
and the income effect — Keynesians are supposed to
recognize wily the liquidity effect, or more generally,
are supposed to be basing their analysis on assump-
tions which can wily result in an inverse relationship
between monetary impulses and interest rate changes.

This is certainly not the case, When the entire sthic-

ture is taken ii~toaccount, rather than oniy the liquid-
ity preference function, the level of interest rates in
the new equilibrium relative to the initial position is
determined by a number of elasticities, most impor-
tantly those which are the determinants of the slope
of the IS curve. If its slope is positive — which is the
case if all of the propensities to spend with respect
to total income sum to more than unity — then both
income and interest rates will be higher in the new
equilibrium than in the old.38 This is such a well-
known case as to require no further comment.

Of course> equilibrium positions are not observed in
the real world; instead, the economy is always in

transition, moving toward resting points, which them-
selves are repeatedly being disturbed. It may be in-
ferred from some monetarist writings that it is the
observed tendency of interest rates and money to
move in the same direction which is thought to be
incoi~sistentwith Keynesianism, rather than the possi-
bility that money and interest rates can move together
in terms of comparative equilibrium points. In other
words, the discussion may refer to the dynamics of the
system, rather than the comparative statics. In this
area, the monetarists have done us all a service by
stressing the possible importance of price~expeetation
effects on interest rates, a phenomenon which typi~
cally has not been incorporated into dynamic Keynes-
ian models. I will argue that observed parallel move-
ments between money and interest rates are quite con-
sistent with the basic IS-LM structure (no matter
which way the IS curve slopes), given the reasonable
and widely-accepted premise that the monetary sector
adjusts much more rapidly than the real sector to ex-

~Ari upward-sloping IS curve cannot he obtained from Fried~
man’s summary model, because oniy eonsumption spendthg
is related to income in that model, and the notion that the
MPG is less than unity is a fundamentai postu’ate of macro—
economic analysis. However, the level of income might well
appear in other expenditure functiom, such as the invest-
ment relationship (where the rationalizaUon would be that
investment depends on profits, which in turn are a function
of the level oi income).
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ternal shocks. Under this premise, observed values of
income and the rate of interest may be supposed, at
least approximately, to be such that the LM equation
is always satisfied during the process of adjustment
from one eqitifibrium to another, while the IS eqlla~
tioi~is not. I will argue further that price-expectation
effects are readily accommodated by this analysis.

The implications of these differing speeds of ad-
justment are illustrated on the accompanying figure,

which happens to be drawn with a downward-sloping
IS curve. Assume the system to be initially in equili-
brium at point F, so that the equilibrium values of the
interest rate and income levels are r and y. Now let

there occur an expai~sionof the money supply, so that
the LM curve shifts outward to a new position, LM’.
According to the assumption made above concerning
the relative speeds of adjustment of the monetary and
real sectors, this shift will result first in a fall in the
hiterest rate from its initial equilibrium level to a new
level, r’. It should be noted that this is the “liquidity
effect” which is recognized by monetarists as being
present both in their own and in Keyllesian thinking.
It represents a movement along the liquidity prefer-
ence function in response to a change in the money

supply, holding income constant. Next, income will
begin to respond, and income and the rate of interest
both will rise along the segment GH of LM’ to point
H, the final equilibrium position. This movement, of
course, reflects the “income effect.” If rising income
is accompanied by rising prices, there will also be an
induced shift of the LM curve during the transition.

For example, it might move to a position like LM” as
shown. Alternatively, it could move to a position to the
right of LM’.

Such LM shifts reflect the operation of two forces.
First, rising prices reduce the real value of the new
nominal money stock and “tighten the money market’
after the initial expansionary pulse. This has the
effect of moving the LM curve Ieftward. Second,
rising prices may engender expectations of future
price increases. If, as has been suggested, the demand
for money depends on nominal interest rates while
real expenditures are determined by real rates, then

the “price expectations effect mentioned previously
would cause a rightward LM shift, resulting in a

lesser leftward overall shift in the LM curve than that
brought about due only to the drop in the real value
of the nominal money stock, or perhaps even a net
rightward movement (in this discussion, the vertical
axis is interpreted as measuring the tea] rate of inter-

est) . If these effects are present, the adjustment path
followed from point c; might be the clotted one instead
of the so1idIy~drawnone, and the system would end

We may conclude from this discussion that there is
no reason to be sui~risedby the fact that during much
of the time following an increase in the money supply,
interest rates are observed to rise. A standard assump-
tion about relative speeds of adjustment, much used
by Keynesians, directly reflects both the “liquidity
effect” and the “monetary effect” often discussed by
monetarists, and is perfectly consistent with the pres-
ence of price expectation effects. Second, it is appro-
priate to point out that this entire discussion has been

carried out ill the context of a pure multiplier model.
If accelerator effects are present, they may accentuate
the pure multiplier effects of a monetary shift on in-
terest rates, at least during parts of the adjustment
period. Finally, there is the likelihood that in many
cases in which interest rates and the money stock
move together, the monetary authorities are reacthg
to shifts in spending. For instance, if total spending
rises. interest rates will go lip and the monetary au-

thorities will often ti-v to moderate the interest rate
increase by expansionary open market operations, re-
sulting in a rise in the money stock.

The monetarist view of money as a force driving
income — It is self-evident that monetarists typically
have assigned great importance to changes in the

money stock as the prime moving force behind in-
come changes. For instance, one of Brunner’s “de-

up at a point like J instead of H, so that the new
equilibrium income level would be y”, arid the equilib-
rium real interest rate r”. Incidentally, if price-ex-
pectation effects are present, a value of r” for the real
rate is quite consistent with a market rate above r.
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fining characteristics of inonetarism” is that the
monetarist analysis assigns the monetary forces a

dominant position arnollg all the irnp~1sesworking on
the economic prcc~ssH°And, of course, Friedman’s
investigations into the lead-lag relationship between

changes in the rate of change of the money stock and
changes in income are too well-known to require fur-
ther comment.4° At the same time, monetarist writ~
ings often seem to suggest that Keynesians view
monetary policy as ineffective.

Keynesians view monetary policy as effective and
useful, and to suggest the opposite is to raise false
issues. But this clues not mean that they necessarily
consider changes in the money stock to have particu-

lar causal significance. Monetary policy is carried out
through the traditional instruments — open market op-

erations, discount rate changes, and varia6ons in re-
serve requirements — and not by direct manipulation
of the money stock. It is true that in simplified ver-
sions of the Keynesian model, monetary policy is
represented by the money stock, which is assumed to
be controlled by the authorities and which replaces
the instruments named above. It is also possible that
the authorities could control the nominal money
stock to almost any desired degree of precision. But
in the real world, or in the more sophisticated models
of it, the nominal money stock is not exogenous, nor
has it been controlled as an objective of policy by the

central bank in the United States; it, or its compo-
nents, are determined jointly by the central bank, the
commercial banks, and the public, and it is basically
a passive outcome of the interaction of the economic

system, not a driving force.

The doubt that Keynesians feel concerning mone-
tarist assertions about the potency of money stock
changes reflects the fact that monet&u-ist descriptions
of the adjustment process themselves seem to give no
particular reason for regarding money stock changes
as causal. These descriptions typically run as follows,
using an open market purchase of Treasury bifis as
a~example ~ at the ou~sct, there is an exchange of
assets between the central bank and a Government
securities dealer, with the central bank giving the
dealer its check drawn on itself in exchange for bills.
19

Brunner, “The Monetanst Revolution, p. 7.40
Milton Friedman, The Supp’y of Money and Changes in
Prices and Output,” in The Relationship of Prices to Eco-
twmic Stability and Growth, Compendium of Papers Sub~
mitted by Panelists Appearing Before the Joint Eem~omic
Committee, 85th Congress, 2nd sess., 1958, pp. 241-56.

‘See, for instance, Mi kori Friedman and David Meise]man,
“The Relative Stability,” Sec. VII, and Milton Friedman
and Anna J. Schwartz, ‘Money and Business Cyeles,” Re-
view of Economics and Stati~tics (February 1963 Supple-
ment), esp. pp. 60-61.

This exchange results in the following: (1) a reduc-
tion in the yield on bills, with consequent disequili-

brium among holders of securities; (2) an increase of
bank reserves of an equivalent amount (disregarding
drains into currency holdings, etc.); (3) an initial
increase in the money supply of the same amount

as the transaction; and (4) a decrease in bill holdings
by the private sector, with a concomitant increase in

the central bank’s portfolio. In a process described in
some detail by Friedman and Schwartz, the next step
will involve action to readjust portfolios in response to

yield and wealth changes; meanwhile, banks wifi be
interested in expanding loans on the basis of their

newly-acquired reserves (and incidentally in creating
new deposits). Eventually the adjiistrneut affects the
yield on equities and therefore the market value of

the existing stock of physical capital. The existing
capital stock will rise in value, stimulating the produc-
tion of new capital and thus causing income to rise.
There may also be other effects, such as direct effects
on spending of changes in wealth.

The question would seem to be whether it is the
initial increase iii the money stock, the full increase
(including the new deposits gei~erated as a conse-
quence of loan decisions), the increase in bank re-

serves, the redaction in private bill holdings, the fall
in yields, the increase in the central bank’s portfolio,
or some other factor which is responsible for the in-
come change. Rather than arbitrarily selecting some
one factor from this list, it would seem preferable to
take the more general view that the initiath~g force
was the disturbance of a portfolio equilibrium, effected
in this case through open market operations. (Such
a disturbance, with similar effects, could arise for
other reasons: e.g., if there were a ch~mgein wealth-
holders’ preferences for holding a particular security
category at existing yields.) The change in the money
stock is properly viewed as one of the several resthts
(along with changes in income, interest rates, prices,
etc.) of this disturbance. Such a position of course
implies that monetary policy is effective, but does
not assign the starring role in the drama to changes
in the money stock.

Stabilization Policy
Modern Keynesian static analysis, based on the

complete Keynesian system with flexible prices and
inflexible money wages, yields the result that both
monetary and fiscal policy are able to effect changes

in income, interest rates, prices, employment, and
other variables. Monetarist analysis, however, takes
the position that only monetaiy policy has significaut
effects on the pace of economic activity, at least in
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the short run. This suggests that the two schools of
thought (lisagree not in their views about monetary
policy, hut rather on the effectiveness of fiscal policy.

Until recently, monetarists were interpreted as bas-
ing their belief that fiscal policy is ineffective directly
on the presumed existence of a stable demand-for-
money function with zero interest elastkity, together
with the assumption of an exogenously-set money
stock. Such a demand-for-money function links money
and income directly together, so that hwonie cannot

change unless the money stock changes. Shifts in gov-
ernment spending financed by bond issue, for in~
stance. were said to result in interest rate changes of

sufficient magnitude to reduce private spending to
the degree required to keep total demand at a con-
stant ievd.

However, given the many research studies which

show otherwise, it has become impossible to maintain
that the interest elasticity of the demand for money

is zero. This development has had a considerable
effect on the tone of monetarist discussions, Thus
Fand, in discussing stabilization pohey, refers to

the exceptional ease of a completely (interest) in-
elastic demand for money.4 Furthermore, a relevant
recent finding is that the supply of money is interest-

elastic, and that this is sufficicift to loosen the tight
link between the money stock and income even if the
interest elasticity of demand is zero.

Therefore monetarists have had to ratiotialize their

dismissal of fiscal policy in other ways. Some have
tried to find other means of solidifying the money-
income link aiid of segregating the monetary sector
from the remainder of the system by neutralizing the
connection provided by the interest rate. One way of
doing so is by considering the interest rate to be de~
termined exogenously. This, in effect, is the procedure
followed by Friedman ii~his paper entitled, “A Mone-
tary Theory of National Income.”43 If interest rates
do not respond to changes in real and financial vari-
ables, the rigid money-income connection is preserved.
This may be considered the most extreme approach,
because under it fiscal policy does not even affect the
rate of interest and the division of output among the

various sectors.

Another way is to make the standard quantity~
theory assumption of flexible wages and prices, and
hence full employment, while accepting the fact that
the demand for and supnlv of money balances are
interest~elastic. In such a worici, fiscal PolicY cannot

42Fand, Monetarism and Fiscalism.” p. 289 (italics added)
4

’See the discussion of this approach in footnote 12.
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affect the levels of real variables like output or em-
ployment, which are entirely determined by the labor
market and the production technology of the system

hut then, i~eithercan monetary policy.

Assumptions are not a matter of logic, assuming
that they are inthmally consistent. In weighing these
vanous approaches to the analysis of stabilization pol-

icy, the most important questions probably should be:
Which of the alternative approaches is the most

realistic and the most relevant for the real-world

question of fiscal policy’s effectiveness? Is it the case
of flexible wages and prices, so that full employment
is the rule and not the exception, and neither mone-

tary policy nor fiscal policy cazi affect the level of
real activity? Is it the case involving exogenously-
determined interest rates, so that fiscal policy cannot
even affect the division of output, let alone the level
of activi~? Or is it the case of flexible prices but a

sticky wage 1eve~,in which case monetary and fiscal
policy 1)0th arc’ capable of affecting the level of real
activity?

Bnmner has taken a somewhat different approach
to the analysis of fiscal policy than have most other
monetarists. i-ic asserts that fiscal policy is ineffective
or perverse because the effects on asset values due to
interest-rate changes of the cumulation or decumula-
tion of clalins against the Covemmeiit held by the
public, resulting from a fiscal policy deficit or surpius,
outweigh the direct effects on the flow of output and
income of new spending and taxir~g and of the
changes in the stock of financial claims held by the
privatc~sector which resuIt.4~ This position implies
the vww that the disturbance of portfolio equilibrium
from anti source (not only money stock changes) has
powerful repercussions, and thus paradoxically tends
to downgrade the importance of changes in the money
stock. As far as is known, this position is not supported
directly by ernpirjcal evidence.

Summary

In this paper, I have attempted to sketch the main
outlines of rnonetarist thought and to examine some
aspects of the monetanst view of Keynesian analysis.
In doing so, I have paid particular attention to the
roles of the instruments of stabilization policy under
the two views.

Mv examination of the monetarist—Keynesian debate
has indicated that the version of Keynesianism which
the monetarists use to establish a contrast for their
own point of view is out of date and inadequate — a

4
Karl Bnmner, “The ‘Monetarist Revolution’.”
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“vulgar” version of post-Keynesian thinking, to use
Professor Johnson’s term. When it is recognized that
Keynesianism implies sticky wages and money illu-
sion in the labor market rather than rigid prices, and
that portfolio adjustment as the basis for the trans-
mission of monetary impulses is not oniy consistent
with the Keynesian approach but indeed is being
built into Keynesian models, it is seen that there is
very little if anything in rnonetarist theory which is
new and different. Rather, the two approaches di-
verge in ways which basically are methodological and
operational. The monetarists are willing to commit
themselves to the use of very simple, very small (even
one-equation) models for policy analysis; Keynesians
typically are not. On this point, the monetarist stance
seems to be a matter of faith rather than logic; the
common theoretical basis on which both positions rest
certainly implies the use of a structural approach.~~
There certainly are substantial differences in the kinds
of operational assumptions that are made about par-
ticular dimensions of the theoretical structure, and
these have implications of various kinds for policy.
The typical Keynesian assumption of money wage
inflexibility is consistent with a shorter-run analysis; it
leaus to the conciusioll that both monetary policy and
fiscal policy can affect the level of activity. The typical
monetarist assumption of wage and price flexibility
(i.e., of full employment) is more relevant for the
analysis of secular changes.

This assumption essentially bypasses the whole
question of short-run pohey effects. For the long run,
paradoxically, it suggests that fiscal policy is more
important and interesting than monetary policy, for
fiscal policy at least changes the rate of interest (un-
less the rate of interest is exogenously determined).
and therefore the division of output, and presumably
affects growth; whereas monetary policy affects only
prices, money wages, and the like.18 There appear to

~
5
Kar1 Brunner has written, ‘The monetarist disregards
the allocative detail of credit markets when examining pat-
terns of allocation hehavi Such detail is sim&y as-
serted . . . to be irrelevant for aggregative explanation.” Ibid.,
p. 15.

~8Thereservations expressed in footnote 10 apply to this state~
inent also.

be some analytic confusions in many monetarist dis-
cussions. I have tried to show above that it is incor-
rect to view the demand-for-money function as a
velocity relationship from either poh~tof view. In the
monetarist ease, this is especially true because the
stability of velocity in the face of monetary changes
depends on assumptions about the labor market and
is unrelated to the characteristics of the demand-
for-money relationship. It also appears that ruone-
tarist fascitiation with the money stock is unwar-
ranted by monetarist logic, which seems to me to
place great emphasis on portfolio disequilibrium as a
potent driving force in the economy. It does not fol-
low from this view, as a matter of logic, that observed
changes in the money stock have any particular sig-
nificance as a causative force.

On the positive side, monetarists have contributed
to the development of macroeconomic thought by
stressing that the links relied upon for years by most
Keynesians to connect the real and monetary sectors
overlook entirdy the important substitution and
wealth effects which are the concomitants of portfolio
adjustment. l’hey also have called our attention to the
distinction, apparently first made by Irving Fisher
many years ago, between market and real interest
rates, and therefore to the potentially important role
of pi-ice expectations in dynamic macroeconomics.
These phenomena are extraordinarily difficult to cap-
hire in empirical models, but work is proceeding
along these lines. It is to be hoped that during the
next few years, they will be made standard features
of Keynesian (that is, structural) theoredcal and
empirical models, and that dependable evidence will
be gathered so that the real questions which divide
us — chiefly, in my opinion, the question raised by
Brunner and others concerning the need for large-
scale structural models for aggregative analysis — can
be answered satisfactorily.

This article and the accompanying one by
Robert H. Rasehe are available as Reprint No. 74

Appendix begins on following page.
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APPENDIX

Following are the derivations which underlie equations
(4), (8), and (9) in the text. They are based on equa~
turns (1) -(3) and (5) -(7), which are reproduced here
for convenience:

(I) y = C(y,r) ÷1(r)

(2) = L (y,r)

(3) Y = py

(5) y = y(N)

(6) N = ND(w)

w
(7) w =

p

The following slope assumpons are used throughout:
OcCCy<I;C1<Oor,ifpositive,Cy<JJ;I~cCO;
L~> 0; Lr < 0; y~>O; N~< 0.

A. The Elasticity of Velocity

Equation (4) in the text is an expression for the
elasticity of velocity with respect to a monetary shift, ai~d
is reproduced for convenience:

(4)E =E
V.M~ y•M

0
p.M

0

It is derived by differentiating the expression for velocity
Y(V = ~— ) with respect to the money stock, and convert-

ing the ~su1t into elasticity form.

Thus we have:

B. The Monetarist Case

Monetarists assume that wages and prices are flexible
so that real output, y, may be considered exogenous for
the purpose of static analysis, and only equations (1) and
(2) are relevant. Differentiating (1), which is the IS
Curve, yi&ds:

dy dr dy
(B.1) ~ + (Cr + =

However, if y is exogenous to this system, = 0 so
that we get:

(B.2) (Cr + = 0, which implies that = 0.

Diflerentiating the LM curve (2) yields:

dy dr 1 M
0

dp

(B.3) L
1

+ Lr = --~ ~ Smeewehave

found that, in this case, = = 0, (B.3) reduces to:

(BA) = = 1.

Substituting these findings into (A.3), we find that Ev.)r
= 0 using static analysis tinder monetarist assumptions.

C. The Keynesian Case

Keynesians take money wages to be inflexib]e while
prices aTe an endogenous variable. This means that real

come or output may 110 longer be considered exogenous;
instead, it becomes endogenot~.s, and equations (5)- (7)
are added to the 1S~LMsystem as represented by (1) and

2 ) in order to close the set of equations.

To derive expressions for the elasticities E,.~1 a~d
M we must again differentiate the system totally with

respect to M0, now treating v asavariable. In addition
to equations K 13.1) and (B.3) this differentiation yields

dy N” Wdpk . I dM
0

~N’ W p2d!vIo

which is derived by differentiating equations (5) (7) and
substituting where possible.

it will be convenient to make some further substitm
lions. First, since the MPC with respect to income is one
minus the MPS with respect to income, and since the

dv
(Al) =

idY Y
M

0
dM

0
~v1i~

From (3), we have

(k’7) +dM0 ~ dM0 dM0

Substituting (A.2) into (A.1 ) and multiplying the re-
sulting equation by ~1° yields

(A,3) E = E + E —1,whiehisequation(4),
V~M

0
YM, PM

0

This result is derived only from definitions. Next we
investigate the values of F ~ and E p.M and there-
fore of E v •M, which are implied by monetarist and
Keynesian assumptions respectively.
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MPG with respect to the interest rate is the negative of
the MPS with respect to the interest rate, we make the
substitutioiis ( 1—C.) = S. and C. = S~,where S stands
fjr the saving function (the model implies S = S ( y,r)
Second, (C. 1) can be used to eliminate the term involving

~j— in (B.3). Making these substitutions and collecting
terms ylekis the following pair of equations in the two

ny dr
variables ~— and ~

Solving these equations for gives:

dy — ______ p
.0 y r 0

+ L~
Jr—Sr Wy~N~?

To convert this into elasticity form, two steps are needed:

(a) each of the propensities (or partial derivatives)
shown in the denominator may be converted into a partial
elasticity b~ using the relatinslnp between any two
variables x and z given by the definition of a partial

elasticitv~i.e., if z = 1(x), then TL-.~ = ~- and thus

ix = i~11

(b) to find the systemic elasticity E v.M both sides of
(C.4) must he multiplied by ~L . Carrying out these
operations and c~anc:e1flngterms where possible, we get

1

To find an expression for the systemic elasticity E ~
equation (C.4) is substituted into (C.1 ) arid a systemic
expression for ~ is derived. When this expression is

rnulttplied by~~ the partial derivatives are ccrnverted to
elasticities, and the necessary algebra is carried out, the
following expression results:

(C.6) E = 1r
ii n I S.y Lr

rN N”w1 i~ +
L hr S.r

From (CS) and (C.6), it can be seen that the behavior
of velocity now depends on all of the partial e~astieities

in the system. First, if either or 1] N~W are zero,
output will not change in response to a real ~vagechange

brought about by a monetary- shift, so that E ~ = 0
and E ~ = 1, resulting in stable velocity. Second, if
either 11 ~x Or are extremely large, E ~.~

0
approaches

zero and the ~CS~OflSC of velocity to a monetary shift de-
pends cm a special case of equation (C.5) in which the last

denominator term approaches zero. Whether Ev.~ris posi—
five or negative in this ease depends on ~vhether E ~ is
greater or srna~lerthan unity. The condition for E ~

< 0 is that
[n—n <n (in )+n (N’ -~-~i]).

Fr Sr S.y L-r Ly Pr Sr

Thus the larger in value are ~ 11
L~’ and T~

L.r the
more likely it is that ~ K 0. Finally, for nonzero but
finite values of 1 y.N and ~ N~W E y.M and E 0•~1~viIl

tend toward zero (and Ev.M toward —1) if or

are very large, 0r if is very close to
zero in value. A large value for q L.y would also give this
result.

(C.2) S
1

~HIr—Sr) ~

(C.3)
dv dr 1

+ Lr = —

dM0 dM0 p

1

(C.5) ~ =

+ n —

1 ~—11 L’y
1r S’r

1

n 1
yN N”w
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